We propose a reformulation of Variational Auto-Encoders eliminating half of the network outputs (the variances) in a deep network setting. While it is well known that the posterior is in general intractable, we show that the variances of Gaussian posteriors and likelihoods may be solved in closed form, producing improved variational lower bounds over their learned counterparts in experiments. The closed forms reduce to remarkably simple expressions -in particular, one optimal choice for the posterior variance is simply the identity matrix. We arrive at these conclusions by analyzing the variational lower bound objective irrespective of any particular network architecture, deriving its partial derivatives and closed form solutions for all parameters but the posterior means. In deriving the closed form likelihood variance, we show that the objective is underdetermined, which we resolve by constraining the presumed information content of the data examples.
Introduction
An Auto-Encoder encodes a data vector into a latent space and then decodes it back to the data space with as little corruption as possible. A Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [KW13] treats encoding and decoding as probabilistic operations: a given data vector is encoded to a distribution over the latent space, and a given latent vector is decoded to a distribution over the data space ( Fig. 1 ).
x , The decoder maps a latent vector z to a likelihood function (dashed ellipse) parameterized by mean ν and variance T in data space. The dotted shape and circle represent the data distribution and prior.
The idea is that a vector from a population of data with a complex distribution may be the product of some unknown process operating on a latent vector from a much simpler distribution, and if we can model this process we open up a variety of statistical inference applications including dimensionality reduction and novel example generation. In Bayesian terms, the encoder produces a posterior distribution for the latent vector given the data vector and a latent prior distribution, and the decoder produces a likelihood function for the data vector given a latent vector. The encoder and decoder are learned together by maximizing the variational lower bound of the marginal likelihood of the data.
The VAE literature is thriving, with works exploring a multitude of applications, network architectures, and alternative objective functions. We go back to the original formulation [KW13] to look for new insights. By careful analysis of the variational lower bound objective irrespective of any network architecture, we find a fundamental simplification: the variances associated with Gaussian posteriors and Gaussian likelihoods need not be learned at all.
On the encoding side, VAEs typically employ a fixed prior distribution (e.g. standard normal), and the posterior is parameterized by a learned function of the data vector that outputs the posterior mean and variance. This follows the algorithm given by Kingma et al. [KW13] , which is presented as an example of a variational formulation of an Auto-Encoder, though other formulations are possible. In this work, we argue that rather than learning the posterior variance, an optimal solution is to simply employ a constant variance matrix (such as the identity matrix), which admits a trivial solution for the prior variance, which we detail in Section 5. In a deep network setting, this eliminates half of the outputs of the encoder network, since only the posterior means are learned. We demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms a standard normal prior with learned posterior variances, producing a higher variational lower bound in experiments. Further, employing constant posterior variances admits a simplified formulation of the variational lower bound as an expectation over a batch, which we call the Batch Information Lower Bound (BILBO), detailed in Section 5.2.
On the decoding side, VAEs may employ a likelihood function where the variance is determined by the mean (e.g. Bernoulli), or a parametric likelihood function (e.g. Gaussian) parameterized by a learned function of the latent vector that outputs the mean and variance. We show in Section 6 that the optimal variance for a Gaussian likelihood is tractable and need not be learned. In a deep network setting, this eliminates half of the outputs of the decoder network, since only the likelihood means are learned. Surprisingly, our solution implies that the log likelihood is unbounded, and we offer a simple method to bound the log likelihood using a measure of the aggregate information present in a batch, which we call Bounded Aggregate Information Sampling (BAGGINS), detailed in Section 6.2.
Finally we provide experiments in Section 8 supporting our claims. The proposed methods may be employed regardless of the particular network architecture, with BILBO applicable to the encoder whenever the prior and posterior are Gaussian (regardless of the decoder) and BAGGINS applicable to the decoder when it is also Gaussian. Combining the two, we construct Variational Auto-Encoder networks with only half the outputs of ordinary VAEs, with improved variational lower bounds and scale invariance relative to their learned counterparts.
over the approximate posterior is estimated via a single sample:
This formulation lends itself well to optimization schemes such as stochastic gradient ascent.
Map Notation
The approximate posterior may be viewed as a mapping µ φ : R m → R n that maps a data vector to the mean of its distribution in latent space, and an additional mapping for the other parameters of its distribution in latent space (e.g. variance). Similarly, the likelihood may be viewed as a mapping ν θ : R n → R m that maps a latent vector to the mean of its distribution in data space, and an additional mapping for the other parameters of its distribution in data space (e.g. variance). In the following, we make references to these mappings, often dropping their arguments for clarity.
Gaussian Variational Auto-Encoders Consider a Variational Auto-Encoder with Gaussian approximate posterior q φ (z|x) = N (z; µ φ (x), Σ φ (x)) and a standard normal prior p θ (z) = N (z; 0, I).
Dropping the φ (x) parameters for clarity, Eq. (1) becomes:
where | • | represents determinant, and typically Σ = diag(σ 2 ). This formulation produces a relatively simple expression, and is popular in the literature. Yet it was originally presented as just one example of applying the Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes algorithm [KW13] , and other choices of priors and posteriors are equally valid. In the following, we consider scaling the overall latent space, letting the prior now be p θ (z) = N (z; 0, S 2 ) for some S = diag(s), yielding:
Note the scaling introduces a scale ambiguity, since scaling the entire latent space admits an equal ELBO via an inverse scaling in the mapping within p θ (x|z). We revisit this later.
Unraveling the Variational Auto-Encoder
To assist in the understanding of the Variational Auto-Encoder, we describe its action on a dataset of vectors in simplified terms and cartoons, with complete disregard for any network architecture or implementation detail. Before we dive in, we introduce a tool to help our analysis which we call a loss-whitening mapping, such that likelihood functions all become unit normal.
We argue that any reasonable likelihood model should produce likelihood functions that are equal whenever their means are equal, implying p θ (x|z) ≡ f θ (x; ν(z)). The likelihood function f θ (x; ν(z)) implicitly defines a loss function between pairs of vectors in data space, L θ (x, ν(z)) ≡ − log f θ (x; ν(z)). We further argue that a reasonable L θ should depend strongly on the relationship between its two arguments, and only weakly on their absolute position in data space. This allows us to posit the existence of a loss-whitened space via a smooth mapping w :
(Refer to Fig. 2 .) Take note this does not necessarily whiten the population; rather it whitens the loss. Note also that if L θ is an L2 loss, then the mapping w is merely the identity function.
x w w Figure 2 : The loss-whitening mapping w warps the data space (left dotted shape) to a loss-whitened space (right dotted shape) such that likelihood functions (dashed ellipses) become unit normal (dashed circles) and the likelihood of a vector x near the likelihood mean is equal to the whitened likelihood of the corresponding vector w (or very nearly equal). During training, the expectation of the log likelihood of each data vector over its associated likelihood means distribution (i.e. blob) is computed. Conceptually, this may be carried out in the loss-whitened space, where the expected log likelihood reduces to the cross entropy of a unit normal distribution (centered on the data vector) relative to the decoded blob. We emphasize that loss-whitening mappings are not actually computed, but serve here to facilitate analysis.
Derivatives of the Expected Variational Lower Bound
In the hopes of finding a stationary point of an objective, one usually considers its partial derivatives, which we produce here for the expected variational lower bound assuming Gaussian prior and posterior. When taking derivatives, it is helpful to consider the following expansion of Eq. (4):
The partial derivatives of E p(x) [ELBO] with respect to S -2 (rather than S), µ, Σ, and w(ν(z)) are as follows (using partial derivatives of E N (z;µ,Σ) [log p θ (x|z)] detailed in Appendices A and B):
where N is the number of data examples in the population and J is the Jacobian of the mapping w(ν(z)) with respect to z evaluated at µ. The errors in the approximations denoted by in Eqs. (7) and (8) are small, being due to treating the mapping w • ν as locally linear with Jacobian J when computing expectations over the posterior footprint. We show that not only is the optimal mapping w(ν(z)) smooth over the posterior, but its Jacobian is equivalent to a moving least squares linear regression model windowed by the posterior. First, solving ∂ /∂w(ν(z))E p(x) [ELBO] = 0 T with Eq. (9) admits a closed form solution for w(ν(z)):
which has the following Jacobian which we derive, referring to [PP12] 1 :
On the mild condition that Σ i Σ j whenever N (µ j ; µ i , Σ i ) is significant, we may write:
We recognize Eq. (12) as moving least squares linear regression windowed by the posterior, with the outer product term estimating cov(w, µ) and Σ standing in for cov(µ, µ). The tricky part is to find simultaneous roots of Eqs. (6) to (9) over all data examples. We might employ classical algorithms such as gradient ascent without even using any deep networks, but we'd rather not.
Remark. The closed form mapping w • ν in Eq. (10) indicates that the decoder stage of a VAE with Gaussian prior and posterior is tractable (a simple weighted mean) whenever the loss-whitening mapping w is tractable. The only intractable stage remaining is the encoder.
Encoding with Closed Form Posterior Variances
In this section, we support our main proposition: In a Variational Auto-Encoder with Gaussian prior and posterior, there exists an optimal solution where the posterior variances are all equal.
Learning the posterior variances has roots in the mixture density estimation literature (e.g. [LB00]) where one models an unknown distribution as a Gaussian mixture model and aims to estimate its parameters. However, in the context of auto-encoding we are reshaping an unknown data distribution to an assumed (prior) latent distribution, hence we may make stronger statements about the variances. Consider running the sequence of actions in Fig. 3 in reverse. Presumably, the decoded distributions in (e) should line up pretty well with the unit normal distributions centered on the data vectors, since the cross entropy is minimized. Thus the decoded distributions should themselves be close to unit normal in loss-whitened space (though a bit smaller, due to the other terms in the objective). We disregard (d) and go straight back to (b) the posteriors in latent space. In the cartoon, we deliberately draw the posterior blobs as circles, as if they were merely translated on their journey from loss-whitened space to latent space, retaining their near unit variances. Our justification is the inclusion of the prior variance as a variable in Eq. (4) and the scale ambiguity it induces. We deliberately draw the prior as a somewhat elongated ellipse to illustrate that it may conform to fit the latent vectors rather than the other way around, without impacting the value of the objective. Further, we draw the posteriors so that no overlap is introduced from (c) to (b), almost as if the blobs are rigidly connected where they overlap more in (c) and non-rigidly connected where they overlap less, and we gather them all up into a ball (or ellipsoid) as tight as we can without introducing any new overlap, or not much. (If we are reducing dimensions, we further aim to flatten the ellipsoid into a pancake.) This is a fine story, but there are two questions: does the math support it, and would there be any benefit to reshaping the variances while we are squishing the ball tighter? We prove several statements in Section 7 in support of our proposition, though a complete formal proof is elusive. However, we first demonstrate by experiment that learned posterior variances are inconsistent across different runs with the same data and parameters, and moreover, our constant posterior variance formulations produce improved variational lower bounds compared to their learned counterparts.
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that learned variances are inflated near the fringes of the latent population, yet different runs with the same data and same parameters may place different data examples near the fringes. For example, the orange cluster corresponding to the label "7" is sometimes closer to the origin and sometimes closer to the fringes. Proximity to the origin seems to have more to do with how much the examples resemble the mean, such as the red cluster ("8") and the cyan cluster ("3"), rather than some intrinsic structure in the data population. Fig. 4 , plotting x and y variances vs. mean x and y relative to prior scale s 2 (1 in this experiment). Note the U shape when plotted against the same mean dimension, and lack of correlation to the other dimension, consistent with inflating variances near the fringes rather than revealing intrinsic structure in the data.
The Floating Prior Trick
With all posterior variances Σ assumed equal, Eq. (6) appears to allow us to determine the posterior distribution during training simply by plugging in the desired prior scale S and an estimate of
, then trivially solving for Σ. For example, the standard normal prior has S = I leading to a particularly simple expression. Unfortunately, we quickly discover a problem: during early iterations of training there is no guarantee that Σ = S 2 − M will be positive definite, and any ad-hoc attempt to manipulate it might ruin the objective. Instead, rather than breaking the scale ambiguity by fixing S, we propose to fix Σ and allow the prior to float, via:
This solution is unsurprising since it is equal to
, the covariance of the latent vectors. We now have all the ingredients to compute the variational lower bound with closed form posterior variance. In practice, we may select any Σ we wish (with Σ = I generally being a good choice; see Fig. 12 ), but we must estimate M. To obtain a robust estimate in a deep network training setting, we propose averaging over a batch B with M B= E B [diag(µ) 2 ] and S 2 = M B + Σ. This presumes M is a diagonal matrix, but this does not impact the objective as any non-diagonal matrix may be construed to be a diagonal matrix with a transform that preserves the variational lower bound. We may then evaluate Eq. (4) as usual. Figs. 6 to 8 illustrate that employing a constant posterior variance in this way is quantitatively more effective than learned variances, and produces qualitatively similar distributions and generative samples. 
Batch Information Lower Bound
Consider reformulating the expected variational lower bound as an expectation over a batch B.
Recalling the optimal S 2 in Eq. (13), substitution into Eq. (4) with constant Σ yields:
As we must estimate E p(x) [µµ T ] anyway (as M B ), this motivates us to define a simpler batch formulation, the Batch Information Lower Bound (BILBO):
This formulation is especially economical due to the estimator M B= E B [diag(µ) 2 ], using the commonly available function log1p(x) ≡ log(1+x). Along with the simple choice Σ = I this yields:
In practice, batch expectations are averages over batches. Figs. 6 to 8 illustrate that the BILBO is as effective as the variational lower bound, both quantitatively and qualitatively, despite its simplicity.
Decoding with Closed Form Likelihood Variances
For some families of likelihood models, the variance is trivially constrained by the mean (e.g. for a Bernoulli distribution). In such cases, the variance is already in closed form. For other models, the variance may not be obvious, yet we show that closed forms are available. In the following, we consider a Gaussian likelihood with p θ (x|z) = N (x; ν θ (z), T θ (z)). Dropping the arguments to µ φ (x) for clarity and writing ν ≡ ν θ (µ φ (x)) and T ≡ T θ (µ φ (x)), we write:
Noting that T = ∂x /∂w T ∂x /∂w in terms of the loss-whitened space from Section 3, and recalling the Jacobian J from Section 4, we may write J T J = ∂ν /∂µ T T -1 ∂ν /∂µ and hence:
Solving for ∂ /∂TE N (z;µ,Σ) [log p θ (x|z)] = 0 yields the closed form likelihood variance:
Remark. The expected log likelihood Eq. (18) may also be written as:
This resembles the equation for variable noise as smoothness regularization in [Rot+19] and other works cited there, which argue that the second order Taylor approximation is applicable when Σ is small. We strengthen this claim to state that Eq. (20) holds regardless, even for general likelihoods, due to the smoothness of the optimal mapping ν.
The Variational Lower Bound is Unbounded
When the latent dimensionality is smaller than the data dimensionality as is commonly the case, the closed form likelihood variance T in Eq. (19) is singular, having rank equal to the latent dimensionality n or n + 1 depending on the residual. A training procedure that learns T is free to select arbitrarily small eigenvalues in the data subspace not spanned by the latent space, and therefore the objective as stated is unbounded. Fortunately, we may still evaluate a bounded log likelihood of a normal distribution with singular variance by generalizing Eq. (17) to use the pseudo-inverse and pseudo-determinant (product of nonzero eigenvalues) [Hol18] :
where • + represents pseudo-inverse and | • | + represents pseudo-determinant. The solution to this generalized form is still Eq. (19). If the Jacobian ∂ν /∂µ were available, we could compute T via Eq. (19) and plug it into Eq. (21). Otherwise, we note the following expectation:
We might thus consider estimating T by sampling, then computing pseudo-inverses and pseudodeterminants, but this would be expensive and numerically brittle. Moreover, even if T is positive definite, it may grow arbitrarily large and completely suppress the reconstruction residuals with only a modest logarithmic overhead, resulting in nonconvergence and poor reconstruction. We elaborate and resolve this problem in the next section. Surprisingly, this implies that without further constraint, the classic VAE formulation [KW13] is unbounded even in the case of equal latent and data dimensionality (m = n).
This phenomenon has been noted in the literature [MF18] and is the reason that real-world VAE implementations impose artificial priors on the generative model, such as weight decay [KW13] , hand-tuned fixed variances [ZSE17] , or bounded eigenvalues (effectively Tikhonov regularization) [MF18] . Fig. 9 illustrates the failure of directly learning T, and the sensitivity of hand-tuned likelihood variances to the intrinsic scale of the data, producing blurry generative samples when the variance is too high, and unrecognizable generative samples when the variance is too low. 
Bounded Aggregate Information Sampling
We now elaborate and resolve the problem of underdetermined closed form likelihood variance T. By Theorem 7.3, we know the posterior means image the residuals (with some scaling). With some manipulation we may state the following relationship to T (detailed in Appendix C):
Note the role the left hand side plays in the log likelihood (Eq. (17)) which appears in the expectation over N (z; µ, Σ) in Eq. (4). The problem is now revealed. If we fix S, we rely on the scale of T in order to constrain the scale of Σ. Likewise, if we fix Σ, we rely on the scale of T in order to constrain the scale of S. However, there is yet no constraint on the scale of T. We therefore propose to both fix Σ and constrain tr Σ -1 S 2 by the following relationship with free parameter τ :
where τ m is the target value of tr Σ -1 S 2 , related to the information that we presume is present in our data examples. This is desirable since the information content of a dataset is invariant to scaling or transforming the data, and this particular formulation is stable over a range of τ that is invariant to the number of latent dimensions. In practice, we propose the following single-sample estimator:
In a deep network setting, this allows us to aggregate the bounded observed information (negative log likelihood) over a batch, which we call Bounded Aggregate Information Sampling (BAGGINS). We form a scaling matrix S 2 B for batch B via Eq. (13) to compute T using Eq. (25), to evaluate Eq. (17). This may be plugged into Eq. (4) as usual, or combined with Eq. (15) to yield:
with z ∼ N (µ, Σ) independently for each example in the batch. In a deep network setting, this eliminates half of the outputs of the likelihood model. Fig. 10 demonstrates invariance to data scaling, with generative samples comparable to hand-tuned likelihoods. Fig. 11 illustrates the effect that different values of the information constant τ has on the quality of the generative samples. 
Detailed Analysis
We further support our claims with a few theorems, with discussion. Theorem 7.1. In an optimal Variational Auto-Encoder with Gaussian prior and posterior, the posterior means (relative to the prior) image the residuals, scaled by the transpose Jacobian of the mapping from latent space (relative to the prior) to data space.
Proof. From Eq. (7) we immediately conclude, at optimality:
S -1 µ is the posterior mean relative to the prior, and JS is the Jacobian of the mapping from latent space (relative to the prior) to data space.
Discussion Consider performing gradient ascent using Eq. (7). The first term −µ T S -2 imparts a global scaling of the posterior means toward zero, while the second term −(w(ν(µ)) − w) T J maintains a scaled image of the residuals of the local neighborhood. Note further that the optimal value of S scales along with the posterior magnitudes, in a sense normalizing the scaling from the first term. At equilibrium, this combination of forces causes the population of posterior means as a whole to gather together centered about the origin, while maintaining proximity between examples that are close in data space and separation between examples that are disparate in data space.
Theorem 7.2. In a Variational Auto-Encoder with Gaussian prior and posterior, the posterior precision is equal to the prior precision plus the information (Hessian of the negative log likelihood).
Proof. From Eq. (8) we immediately conclude, at optimality:
With J ≡ ∂ /∂zw(ν(z))| z=µ and ∂ /∂µw(ν(z)) = − ∂ /∂zw(ν(z))| z=µ , the Hessian of the negative log likelihood with respect to the parameters µ is J T J. 
Discussion
Noting that JS 2 J T is positive semidefinite and inspecting Eq. (29), we conclude that the eigenvalues of W are at most unity. While W is rank-deficient when n < m, we may posit a full-rank W = I − (I + Q) -1 by introducing non-zero eigenvalues in the null space of JS 2 J T to construct Q.
(This is a matrix spectrum completion problem, but the specific completion strategy is not important.)
We verify that Σ is still the image of this full-rank W, as J + W(J T ) + = Σ, where + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse. Recalling the definition of J in Eq. (12) as the Jacobian of the mapping w(ν(z)), we conclude that JS 2 J T models the variation present in the data population (within a subspace of dimension n possibly less than m), as if JJ T were representative of the optimal mapping over the entire population. Therefore, as the variation in the data population increases, the posterior approaches the image of a unit normal distribution in the loss-whitened data space (as Eq. (29) approaches identity).
Discussion W approaching identity in the large data variation limit supports our story in Section 5 that decoded distributions should nearly align with unit distributions in the loss-whitened space. 
Experiments
Though our analysis of the variational lower bound is agnostic to the particular optimization procedure employed, we perform experiments in a deep network setting using simple network architectures. In all MNIST experiments the encoder is a four layer densely connected network with 200 hidden units, ReLU activations in the middle layers, and no activation on the output layer for posterior means.
When learned posterior variances are employed, an additional output layer is attached in parallel with the first, with SoftPlus activations, and interpreted as standard deviations. The decoder is similar to the encoder (apart from the input and output shapes) with four dense layers having 200 hidden units, ReLU activations in the middle layers, and no activation on the output layer. The output is interpreted as logits when a Bernoulli likelihood model is employed, and as means when a Gaussian likelihood model is employed. When learned likelihood variances are employed, an additional output layer is attached in parallel with the first, with SoftPlus activations, and interpreted as standard deviations.
Whenever possible, probability density calculations are implemented using readily available Tensor-Flow libraries [Mar+15] in order to avoid unintentional subtle differences in implementation details across the various methods tested. For the MNIST dataset [LC10] , training is performed using the training set of 60,000 examples and all reported lower bound estimates and scatter plots are produced using the test set of 10,000 examples. We run experiments with 2 and 100 latent dimensions using the Adam Optimizer [KB14] with a learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 300 for 200 epochs, except for the 100 dimensional Gaussian likelihood experiments which we ran for 400 epochs. For the CelebA dataset [Liu+15] we use the network architecture from [Bar17] with the RGB Pixel model and 16 latent dimensions, trained for 10,000 iterations.
Experiments with Posterior Variances
We first trained a VAE using standard techniques (with Eq. (1)), with learned posterior variances and Bernoulli likelihood. Fig. 4 illustrates that different runs with identical parameters produce different clusters. This is not surprising since the optimizer is stochastic, however the distance from the origin for any label cluster is also inconsistent across runs (apart from those most resembling the mean data vector; see Section 5), and it is this distance that relates to the magnitude of the posterior variance. Yet, the variational lower bound remains consistent, as does the spatial distribution of variances in latent space (Fig. 5 ). This suggests that the optimal variational lower bound is not a product of assigning specifically meaningful posterior variances to specific data examples.
We then trained a VAE using a constant posterior variance (with Eq. (4)), and another using the BILBO objective (Eq. (15)), both using the closed form prior variance from Eq. (13). Fig. 6 graphs the variational lower bound comparing the three methods: learned posterior variance, constant posterior variance, and BILBO (effectively constant posterior variance). The learned method lags significantly behind the two proposed methods, validating the closed form solution. Fig. 7 shows little qualitative difference between generative samples from the three methods, and Fig. 8 We noted that the optimizer was sensitive to the scale of the data space and latent space, even in cases where the objective ought to have mathematically equivalent stationary points. Fig. 12 graphs the progress of the variational lower bound for several runs that include a hard coded scaling at the end of the encoder network (and inverse scaling at the beginning of the decoder network), and scaling the constant posterior variance by several different factors. All of these runs ought to have identical variational lower bound, by Eq. (4). We observe that the performance of the optimizer is best when the posterior variance is scaled commensurately with the hard coded scaling, suggesting a sensitivity to the initial conditions. Further, we observe that the learned posterior variance method always performs most similarly to (but a little worse than) the unscaled constant posterior variance, which validates that the higher performance of the proposed method is not merely due to lucky initialization.
We performed further experiments on the more complex CelebA dataset. Figs. 20 and 21 illustrate results comparing the standard variational lower bound objective vs. the BILBO. All experiments yielded comparable ELBO and loss. We found that choosing Σ = I resulted in large optimal prior variances (tr S 2 ∼ 25,000) which seems to slightly affect the quality of generative samples. We attribute this to the complexity of the dataset, hence choosing a smaller Σ = I/100 is more appropriate. This difference is again related to the sensitivity of the optimizer to scale, despite mathematically equivalent stationary points. Thus we would suggest that Σ = I is likely a good choice for simple data, with lower values for more complex data.
Experiments with Likelihood Variances
We experimented on a VAE with Gaussian likelihood, training using the BILBO objective (Eq. (15)) as it performed well in the experiments on posterior variances. We first trained a VAE with learned likelihood variances, without any additional constraint such as weight decay. These experiments did not converge, with the lower bound fluctuating up and down and the latent vector scatter plots resembling a whirling flock of starlings. Generative samples are very blurry and close to the mean (see Fig. 9 , top row) in agreement with the prediction that reconstruction residuals are deemphasized. We then trained a VAE with constant isotropic likelihood variances, producing a bounded lower (1) with learned Σ. Observe that the learned method is always most comparable to σ = 1 regardless of the scaling factor, and the best performing method is always the constant posterior variance that matches the scaling factor, suggesting that the difference is due to the initialization of network weights rather than the objective.
bound. We included an artificial scaling factor in the data vectors to test the sensitivity of the constant variance to changes in the scale of the data. (Note the artificial scaling would not be valid for a distribution with a fixed range, such as Bernoulli, but is valid for a Gaussian.) Fig. 9 illustrates that a modest change in the scale produces a dramatically different generative sample quality. This is most obvious for high latent dimensionality, perhaps due to the bottleneck of low latent dimensionality further regularizing the space.
We then repeated the same experiments, this time using BAGGINS to determine likelihood variances (Eq. (25)). Fig. 10 illustrates that BAGGINS produces generative samples that are insensitive to the scale of the data. We selected the information parameter τ in Eq. (25) by performing a small parameter sweep and selecting one by inspection. Fig. 11 In all experiments with Gaussian likelihood, generative samples are plausible but the high dimensional latent space results are not as realistic as the experiments with Bernoulli likelihood, which perhaps better models the perceptual distance for pen and ink. This difference is not apparent in the low latent dimensionality experiments.
Limitations and Future Work
We have only provided arguments and experiments supporting our proposition of constant posterior variances in the case of Gaussian prior and posterior. It may be possible to extend these arguments to other families of distributions. Further, we have been unable to complete a formal proof of the proposition, instead relying on the experiments to validate our arguments. A formal proof remains as future work.
While BILBO may be immediately applicable to many VAE implementations, BAGGINS is only applicable to Gaussian likelihood models. Extending the method to other likelihood models may be possible (such as perceptual losses or discriminative losses) since BAGGINS leverages the relationship between residuals (i.e. losses) and a posited loss-whitened space, which in principle exists for all well behaved likelihood models. Developing this into a general method may enable simpler training procedures that are less sensitive to hyperparameter tuning.
Conclusions
We have presented arguments and experiments supporting our proposition that the posterior variances (in the encoder) in a Variational Auto-Encoder may simply be constant without impacting the optimal variational lower bound, in the case of Gaussian prior and posterior. In a deep network setting, this eliminates half the outputs of the encoder network while producing an improved variational lower bound in experiments. Our proposition leads to a simplified reformulation for training VAEs in batches, which we call the Batch Information Lower Bound (BILBO).
We have also presented a closed form solution to the variances for Gaussian likelihood (in the decoder), showed that it is unbounded, and proposed a bounded solution based on a presumed information content in the data population. In a deep network setting, this eliminates half the outputs of the decoder network, with improved invariance to the scale of the data compared to constant likelihood variances. We have proposed an associated estimator for training in batches, which we call Bounded Aggregate Information Sampling (BAGGINS).
While our experiments employ basic network architectures and data sets, we hope our exposition provides useful insight into the action of Variational Auto-Encoders, which remain popular in recent state of the art literature.
A Derivative of Expected Log Likelihood w.r.t. Posterior Mean
We expand the derivative of the expected log likelihood with respect to µ as:
Note that the summation including the (w(ν(z)) − w i ) term vanishes due to the definition of w(ν(z)). We may change the expectation in Eq. (30) to standard normal domain as follows:
Let J be defined such that w(ν(µ+ √ Σ )) w(ν(µ))+J √ Σ over ∼ N (0, I); in other words a local linear fit windowed by the posterior. By the apparent smoothness of Eq. (10) we expect the error of this approximation to be small. Referring to [PP12] Let J be defined such that w(ν(µ+ √ Σ )) w(ν(µ))+J √ Σ over ∼ N (0, I); in other words a local linear fit windowed by the posterior. By the apparent smoothness of Eq. (10) we expect the error of this approximation to be small. Referring to [PP12] we recall 3 All methods produce comparable ELBO. Sampling the standard normal prior (a) exhibits less variation than the optimal normal prior (b) which is qualitatively more similar to the variation in the reconstructions (Fig. 20) . Due to the significant variation in the data, unit posterior variance (c) produces a large optimal prior variance which appears to slightly exaggerate the samples, compared to a smaller constant posterior variance (d) which is qualitatively comparable to (b).
